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The Alpine Region
Mission statement

EUSALP is a European strategy for Alpine territory joining human passions, natural resources and economic assets, linking cities, plains, valleys and mountains to find solutions to challenges we can solve only together.

We coordinate planning and integrate the best practices in the fields of economy, education, environment, accessibility and mobility and commit as institutions to create sustainable solutions for the benefits of the citizens.

By bringing governing closer to the people, EUSALP is proving that the European culture of cooperation lives.
Vision statement

EUSALP co-creates the future of Europe by translating sectoral policies on regional scale, enabling the best ideas to happen in a sensitive natural and multicultural Alpine area.

By balancing innovative solutions in a healthy environment EUSALP is shaping the future together.
The Thematic Policy Areas and their objectives

1 ECONOMIC GROWTH AND INNOVATION
   OBJECTIVE To offer all inhabitants a fair access to job opportunities by building on the high competitiveness of the Region

2 MOBILITY AND CONNECTIVITY
   OBJECTIVE To offer all sustainable internal and external accessibility

3 ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY
   OBJECTIVE To offer all a more inclusive environmental framework and renewable and reliable energy solutions for the future

CROSS CUTTING: GOVERNANCE, INCLUDING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY
   OBJECTIVE To build a macro-regional governance model in the Region (with the aim to change the partners' mind-set towards more cooperation and coordination of actions
The Italian Presidency 2019 - FOCUS

• The alpine region has a sound tradition on cooperation, and now this is an asset towards competitiveness and attractivity.

• Innovation with specific regard to green economy as relevant factor for sustainable development.

• Stakeholder involvement: we build our future together.

• The new generation: youth involvement.

• Culture as transversal asset and common denominator.

• From 3 NOs to 3 YES!
  • yes to better synergies with funding instruments,
  • yes to better embedding of existing structures in MRS
  • yes to better implementation of existing rules.
The italian Presidency 2019 - PROGRAMME

- February 28 - March 1 - Milano - Political kick off meeting - Executive Board - Board of Action Group Leaders
- March 21 - 22 - Bolzano - workshop «Energy efficiency in Alpine Enterprises» (AG9)
- April 10 - Bruxelles - Friends of EUSALP meeting
- May 23 - 24 - Courmayeur - workshop AG 5 - AG3 - AG4 - AG 9 on smart villages as a common perspective through different visions.
- Event of the ESPON Programme on future scenarios and tools for territorial cooperation
- June 26 - 27 - Milano - Executive Board - Board of Action Group Leaders
- July 3 - 4 Milano - Conference on Green Economy
The italian presidency 2019 - PROGRAMME

- September 26 - Trieste - workshop «connectivity in the Alpine Region: focus on intermodality of transport systems and maritime dimension»
- October 16 - Trento - 3° Forum on Dual Education in the Alpine Region - AG 3
- October - Genova - Workshop on Transport (State Ministries level), corridors and EGTC Rhine - Alps
- October 23 - 24 - Milano - Executive Board - Board of Action Group Leaders
- November 27 - 28 - Milano:
  - General Assembly
  - FORUM 2019
  - AlpGov project – final event
  - Cultural event
- December 12 - 13 - Milano - TRIO meeting Tyrol 2018 - Italy 2019 - France 2020
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